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Model development: Location & Motivation
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Figure 1. Lane et al. (2009) Marine Ecology Progress Series
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The models

Annual model
LOGIT (p) = 9.763 - 1.700[ln(silicic acid)] + 1.132[ln(chl a)] - 0.800(temperature) +
0.006(upwelling)

Spring model (February 14 - June 30)
LOGIT(p) = 5.835 + 1.398[ln(chl a)] - 1.135[ln(silicic acid)] - 0.549(temperature)

Fall-Winter model (July 1 - February 13)
LOGIT(p) = 10.832 - 5.026[ln(Pajaro River)] - 3.893[ln(silicic acid)] +
1.972[ln(chl a)] + 0.652(nitrate)
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How do predictions from regional bloom models time with bloom
observations at SCMW?
Bloom predictions precede bloom ‘arrival’.
Models begin signaling favorable bloom conditions
prior to the observation of increasing toxigenic cells.

Cell counts can remain low (or at zero) up to the
week before bloom ‘arrival’, thereby providing no
advance warning of a bloom event.
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How do predictions from regional bloom models time with
shellfish toxicity at SCMW?
Shellfish at SCMW exceeded regulatory levels once (Fall 2009);
the models anticipated this toxicity event.
How does ‘model insight’ compare to the risk-assessment
strategy currently
in place?
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Fall-Winter model predictions
increased in Sept/Oct,
preceding mussel toxicity.
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The model predicted blooms
through December, predicting
mussel toxicity during the
quarantine ‘off-season’.
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Solid Phase Adsorption Toxin Tracking
(SPATT)
“A simple and sensitive in situ (monitoring) method… involves the
passive adsorption of biotoxins onto porous synthetic resin filled sachets
(SPATT bags) and their subsequent extraction and analysis.”
- MacKenzie et al. 2004
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As an integrative sampler, SPATT monitors domoic acid through time
(across a week, as deployed at SCMW).
Developed from regional data to describe environmental patterns, the models
resolve broad spatial dynamics.
Discrete model predictions and SPATT data match very closely;
the two technologies simultaneously signal bloom conditions (models) and
toxin incidence (SPATT) which are otherwise unrecognized and/or
unanticipated by RAI, cell counts, etc.

Looking forward (at 0.4 km resolution)...
• October 2010, Monterey Bay.

• Coupled physical-biological model, running at 400 m resolution.
• Output includes all necessary predictor variables; validation data is available.
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